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Snow on the Sahara
by Anggun

Chord Prgression 1:

Only

F                     C           G
tell me that you still want me here

C                          Am
When you wander off out there

F                     C                     G
To those hills of dust and hard winds that blow

C                          Am
In that dry white ocean alone

          Bb
Lost out in the desert

          F7
You are lost out in the desert

use chord progression1:
But to stand with you in a ring of fire
I ll forget the days gone by
I ll protect your body and guard your soul
From mirages in your sight

Lost out in the desert
You are lost out in the desert

chord progression2:

C (barred)                                       G
If your hopes scatter like the dust across your track



G               Am
I ll be the moon that shines on your path

C (barred)                                       G
The sun may blind our eyes, I ll pray the skies above

G      Am
For snow to fall on the Sahara

use chord progression2:
If that s the only place where you can leave your doubts
I ll hold you up and be your way out
And if we burn away, I ll pray the skies above
For snow to fall on the Sahara

use chord progression1:
Just a wish and I will cover your shoulders
With veils of silk and gold
When the shadows come and darken your heart
Leaving you with regrets so cold
Lost out in the desert
You are lost out in the desert

use chord progression2:
If your hopes scatter like the dust across your track
I ll be the moon that shines on your path
The sun may blind our eyes, I ll pray the skies above
For snow to fall on the Sahara

use chord progression2:
If that s the only place where you can leave your doubts
I ll hold you up and be your way out
And if we burn away, I ll pray the skies above
For snow to fall on the Sahara

**********************************************************
chorded by Moleguitar

Ta da and thats it.
my very first tab oh oh *pride*
this aren t the chords Anguun uses im sure but then
her voice is like fuckin excellent
this is jes somen normal poeple can use to sing along to with a guitar.

**********************************************************

Make sure you visit my homepages:

Listen to me play guitar and  sing  some songs i wrote (real audio)
http://members.xoom.com/moslife/misc/temp.htm



My Beliefs
http://www.setec.com.my/moek

My Main Homepage
http://www.bigfoot.com/~awarlock


